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A B S T R A C T

Solar activity and Cosmic Ray particles are known to have an effect on the formation of structural
clouds through changes in temperature. With an increase in solar activity, coronal mass ejection
increases, leading to an increase in temperature in the Earth’s atmosphere. The change in temperature
is related to the change in cloud formation and rainfall distribution, and hence the change in climate
pattern. This prompts us to analyse terrestrial cloud images for robust processing of underlying
information or patterns. Geometrical exploration of cloud properties using Multi-Fractal Analysis
(MFA) is given preference over standard statistical tools for devising an improved weather prediction
platform in the future. For the first time, MFA is reported to be used successfully to analyse cloud
properties using images obtained from satellites to predict geomagnetic storms.

1. Introduction1

Strong Geomagnetic Storms (GMS) originate mostly2

due to Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) from the Sun and3

was found that 13 % is caused by Co-rotating Interac-4

tion Regions (CIR), the intense geomagnetic activity can5

also be due to fast streams of coronal holes (Srivastava6

and Venkatakrishnan (2004); Srivastava, Mathew, Louis7

and Wiegelmann (2009); Kilcik, Yigit, Yurchyshyn, Ozguc8

and Rozelot (2017)). CMEs launched from the Sun reach9

Earth’s upper atmosphere in 1-5 days, depending on their10

speed (Webb, Cliver, Crooker, St Cyr and Thompson (2000);11

Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan (2004)). It is well known12

that CME creation is directly related to solar activity that13

increases or decreases with the solar cycle (Lean, Wang14

and Sheeley (2002); Yurchyshyn and Tripathi (2010); Ti-15

wari, Pandey, Shrivstava and Srivastava (2011); Sharma,16

Srivastava, Chakrabarty, Moestl and Hu (2013); Mörner17

(2013)). Therefore, a link between solar activity and Earth’s18

climate is well-known. Fallmann, Lewis, Castillo, Arnold19

and Ramsdale 2017 in their study found that the sea surface20

temperature affects the structure of the marine atmospheric21

boundary layer, which controls the exchange of heat and22

moisture between the ocean and the atmosphere, impacting23

the weather patterns. Their study confirms that when solar24

radiation is at its peak, the effect of the sea surface tem-25

perature forcing on cloud formation reaches its maximum.26

According to the Su and Kiang 2022 study, fluctuations in27

wind speed contribute to temperature changes in the terres-28

trial environment. Lower wind speed during the post-hiatus29

period results in warming, but higher wind speed during the30

hiatus period (a period of reduced global warming) is linked31

to cooling effects. They also pinpoint how cloud vertical32

structure is affected by temperature change, such that a lower33

cloud top height corresponds to warming during the post-34

hiatus period, and a greater cloud top height is linked to35

cooling effects during the hiatus period. Again, Liou and Ou36
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1989, in their research highlighted that cloud microphysical37

processes control the planet’s energy balance. For instance,38

variations in cloud droplet concentrations and sizes can39

impact the amount of heat trapped in the atmosphere and40

the amount of Sunlight reflected into space. The temperature41

and climate of the globe are directly impacted by these42

variables. E. Palle Bago and C. J. Bulter established a link43

between Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR), clouds factor and the44

Earth’s climate. Their focus was on exploring the influences45

of the cosmic rays flux on clouds of different latitude zone46

of the Earth’s atmosphere (Pallé Bagó and Butler (2000);47

Pallé and Butler (2002)). Their results show that the height48

of the clouds plays a role in understanding climate change49

(Pallé Bagó and Butler (2000)). Solar activity and cosmic50

rays in the terrestrial region are the characteristic conducts51

and factors with which an anomalous behaviour of GMS is52

explained.53

Many researchers propose the prediction for space weather,54

involving the arrival time of the CME on the Earth’s upper55

atmosphere and the corresponding magnitude of GMS.56

Such an attempt was made by Srivastava 2005b to predict57

GMS by identifying their source of origin and studying58

their behaviour for a better chance of forecasting GMS.59

Also, prediction using logarithmic relation is put forward60

by Srivastava 2005a for determining the behaviour of GMS.61

The Boller-Stolov model proposed that storms are controlled62

by the magnitude of the southward component of solar-63

magnetosphere wind (Boller and Stolov (1973); Russell and64

McPherron (1973)). Another model that focuses on the semi-65

annual variation, as the latitudinal variation of solar streams66

existed, this model postulated that the geomagnetic activity67

has two separations in annual variations with different68

phases due to the polarity of the interplanetary field (Russell69

and McPherron (1973)). The interplay between the upper70

atmosphere of the Earth and particles emanating due to71

CMEs from the Sun and GCR must play a role in the72

structural formation of clouds. The particles that carry the73

variability signature of the Sun and cosmic rays enter the74

Earth’s atmosphere and interact with the magnetosphere,75

interfering with the path of the field lines and hence causing76
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a disturbance, which leads to GMS. Also, variability on the77

surfaces of the Sun introduces the Forbush effect on the78

GCR particles (Barouch and Burlaga (1975); Venkatesan79

and Ananth (1991); Cane (2000)).80

Following the above understanding of GMS, we propose81

a new idea for predicting GMS by analysing the cloud im-82

ages using the Multi-Fractal theory. Wavelet Transformation83

method (see Section 3) is used to study the interplay be-84

tween the solar-terrestrial and cosmic-terrestrial, to provide85

evidence that climate change is due to their interaction.86

This change in climate affects cloud formation and thus87

influences rainfall distribution. Therefore, using the Multi-88

Fractal Analysis, we carried out a study using cloud images89

for GMS prediction. Multi-Fractal Analysis is a strong tool90

for the study of geometrical patterns formed as a result of91

nonlinear dynamical processes which is described in detail92

in Section 3, an observation of the results of both studies is93

discussed in Section 4 and lastly, a conclusion is drawn from94

our analysis in Section 5.95

2. Data96

Solar and Geomagnetic indices were retrieved from97

NASA archived (https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/dx1.98

html), the data on the website are combined data from Ad-99

vance Composition Explorer (ACE), Wind Scapecraft, IMP100

8 and Geotail, having data starting from 1-min time resolu-101

tion. Cosmic rays data was retrieved from Sodankylä Geo-102

physical Observatory (SGO) archived (http://www.sgo.fi/103

Data/archive.php). The neutron monitor (NM) in Oulu/SGO104

is one of the most stable and reliable stations of the World105

Neutron Monitor Network, it contains data starting from106

1-min resolution (Usoskin, Mursula, Kangas and Gvozde-107

vsky (2001)). NASA archived (https://data.giss.nasa.gov/108

gistemp/) also provide the combined data of surface tem-109

peratures for the Land-Surface Air and Sea-Surface Water110

Temperatures in terms of the global mean, the mean for111

the Northern Hemisphere, and the mean for the Southern112

Hemisphere with monthly resolution (Lenssen, Schmidt,113

Hansen, Menne, Persin, Ruedy and Zyss (2019); Team114

(2023)). Hence, monthly resolution data sets are considered115

as carried out for further analysis. De-trending of the time-116

series data is employed before the analysis is performed117

because of the observed trends in the time series. The118

cloud properties image data was retrieved from the Mod-119

erate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data120

archive (https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/dataprod/mod06.121

php). The images measuring the cloud height from the top122

view were utilized for the Multi Fractal Analysis in the later123

part.124

3. Methodology125

3.1. Wavelet Transformation126

As suggested by Torrence and Compo 1998 and Foufoula-
Georgiou and Kumar 2014, a Wavelet Transformation (WT)
is a signal transformation that incorporates time and fre-
quency information of a signal without needing the signal to

remain stationary. WT leverages the idea of breaking down a
time-series signal and then precisely reconstructing it using
the dilation and translation processes (Roesch, Schmidbauer
and Roesch (2014); Schmidbauer and Roesch (2018)). The
mother wavelet 𝜓(𝑡) uses the mathematical expression

𝜓(𝑡) = 𝜋−1∕4𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡𝑒−𝑡
2∕2 (1)

with angular frequency (𝜔) set to 6, since it makes the Morlet
wavelet approximately analytic and is the preferred value
in literature (Morlet, Arens, Fourgeau and Glard (1982b);
Morlet, Arens, Fourgeau and Giard (1982a); Farge (1992);
Roesch and Schmidbauer (2018)). WT can be a uni-variant
wavelet transformation of a single time-series, it is known
as Continuous Wavelet Transformation (CWT) whereas, a
bi-variant wavelet transformation involving two time-series
variables is called Cross Wavelet Transformation (XWT)
(Liu (1994); Cazelles, Chavez, Berteaux, Ménard, Vik, Je-
nouvrier and Stenseth (2008); Aguiar, Soares et al. (2011)).
The wavelets can be conveniently discretized in practical
applications by setting dilation, 𝑎 = 2𝑠 and translation,
𝑏 = 𝜏2𝑠 in octaves (Daubechies (1992)) to get

�̂�𝑠𝜏 (𝑡) = 2−𝑠∕2𝜓(2−𝑠𝑡 − 𝜏) (2)

where, 𝑠 and 𝜏 are integers. Then, CWT is mathematically
expressed as;

�̂�(𝑠, 𝜏) = 1
√

2𝑠 ∫

+∞

−∞
𝜓(𝑡)𝜓∗( 𝑡

2𝑠
− 𝜏)𝑑𝑡 (3)

and if 𝜓1(𝑡) and 𝜓2(𝑡) are the two time series simultaneously
understudy, then XWT is given by,

𝑊𝜓1𝜓2 (𝑠, 𝜏) =< 𝜓1(𝑠, 𝜏)𝜓2
∗(𝑠, 𝜏) >= |

|

|

𝑊𝜓1𝜓2 (𝑠, 𝜏)
|

|

|

𝑒𝑖𝜙𝑖(𝑠)

(4)

where, phase 𝜙𝑖(𝑠) describes the delay between the two127

signals variable at time 𝑡𝑖 on a scale 𝑠. Details of this128

transformation can be seen in (Maraun and Kurths (2004);129

Schmidbauer and Roesch (2018)). Wavelet analysis of the130

speed of Solar Wind (SW) particles, Cosmic Rays (CR)131

particles, terrestrial Geomagnetism indicators (ap-index),132

and combined terrestrial Surface temperatures are studied133

to provide needed evidence for solar-terrestrial and cosmic-134

terrestrial interaction which are the main cause of climate135

change on the Earth’s atmosphere.136

3.2. Fractal Theory137

Benoit B. Mandelbrot was the first to introduce the138

application of fractal analysis to natural time series data139

(Mandelbrot and Mandelbrot (1982)) and later Multi-Fractal140

method was used for the study of turbulence which was141

further used by many mathematicians and physicists for142

their studies (Véhel and Vojak (1995); Jaffard (1997)). The143

MFA was used in a seismic study to determine the complex-144

ity of fractals using the Multi-Fractal parameters (Telesca,145

Lapenna and Macchiato (2004)). The fractal community146
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also recommends Multi-Fractal studies for image analysis.147

A fractal dimension that is important for characterising the148

image in terms of its fractal structure can be computed from149

an image that represents the critical state of a specific process150

(Vehel and Mignot (1994); Lopes and Betrouni (2009)).151

3.2.1. Box Dimension152

This dimension implements the box-counting method
to estimate the fractal dimension by using a least-squares
fitting. It is known for its simplicity of measuring the fractal
dimension (𝐷) of a signal/ data. The principles involved in
estimating the dimension of image data are simply covering
the grayscale image with cubes of width 𝜖, the 𝐷 is mathe-
matically defined as;

𝐷 = lim
𝜖→0

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁(𝜖)
𝑙𝑜𝑔(1∕𝜖)

(5)

where 𝑁(𝜖) is the number of smallest cubes of width 𝜖153

required to cover over an image. The slope of an ordinary154

least squares linear fitting estimates the required dimension155

(Hall and Wood (1993); Davies and Hall (1999); Gneiting,156

Ševčíková and Percival (2012)). This method is acknowl-157

edged to have limitations because it is the simplest way158

to measure the fractal dimension. We introduce the Multi-159

Fractal study, which is recognised as the most significant160

fractal estimation, in order to be precise and thorough.161

3.2.2. Multi-Fractal Approach162

This method considers a multiscale image, let’s say163

𝑎(𝑥, 𝑡), where 𝑡 is a time parameter measuring the little164

information that filters out from an image and furthermore165

takes into consideration the global information (Lévy-Véhel166

(1998)). Scaling analysis is therefore related to 𝑡 because it167

also evaluates the size of the neighbourhood, which affects168

the value of 𝑎(𝑡) at 𝑥 (Lévy-Véhel (1998)). In order to directly169

extract information from singularities, this Image Multiscale170

Analysis (IMA) employs scale invariant and translation con-171

cepts. The points that make up the structural (edge) informa-172

tion in the images are thought to have regularities that differ173

from the background regularity of the original image. With-174

out making any assumptions about its regularity or structure,175

this approach is used (Lévy-Véhel (1998)). The structure of176

singular measures can also be found in MFA (Hentschel and177

Procaccia (1983); Holley and Waymire (1992)), which is178

also used to measure robustness, such as that of Choquet179

capacities (Véhel and Vojak (1998)). It is renowned for180

measuring unique instances of self-affinity and resemblance181

in both deterministic and unpredictable situations (Falconer182

(1994); Arbeiter and Patzschke (1996)). Lévy-Véhel 1998183

provides a detailed explanation of the Multi-Fractal principle184

for image analysis. The point-wise structure of a singular185

measure is analysed through a spectrum called the Multi-186

Fractal spectrum.187

3.2.3. Multi-Fractal spectrum188

The spectrum known as the Multi-Fractal spectrum gives189

either geometrical or probabilistic information about the190

distribution of points that have the same singularity. Multi-191

Fractal spectrum satisfies the H�̈�lder spectrum formalism,192

which interns depend on H�̈�lder regularity(𝛼). The parame-193

ter mainly depends on the statistical approaches or theories194

used for a given set of functions (Jaffard (1997); Véhel195

(2002)). Some research has shown that the Multi-Fractal196

spectrum is an adequate measure for geometrical structure197

or fractal pattern (Harrar and Khider (2014)). The Multi-198

Fractal technique of the probabilistic approach of the scale199

was used to probe some intrinsic features present in stereo-200

metric images (Stach, Roskosz, Cwajna and Cybo (2006)).201

Multi-Fractal methods have drawn attention to analysing202

singular signals, both for theory and application (Véhel and203

Guilheneuf (1997)).204

Considering a distribution measured by 𝜇 (multiplicative205

construction of the density) in space, the probability of a206

point belonging to a set. The density distribution of this207

set will fail if the distribution is found to be singular. The208

strength of the singularities of 𝜇 is measured by exponent209

𝛼(𝑥) called H�̈�lder exponent, which distinguishes the Multi-210

Fractals. K𝛼 which describes the points of equal strength211

lying on interwoven fractal sets;212

𝐾𝛼 =
|

|

|

|

𝑥𝜖ℝ𝑑 ∶ 𝛼(𝑥) = lim
𝐵→ (𝑥)

log𝜇(𝐵)
log |𝐵|

|

|

|

|

(6)

where 𝐵 is a ball containing 𝑥 with its diameter |𝐵| tending
to zero. Hausdorff dimension measures the size of the fractal
sets 𝐾𝛼 to identify the geometry of the singular distribution
𝜇 as (Riedi (1999); Zeković and Reljin (2014)),

𝑓𝐻 (𝛼) = 𝑑𝑖𝑚(𝐾𝛼) (7)

A continuous spectrum of 𝑓𝐻 (𝛼) Vs 𝛼 known as the Haus-213

dorff spectrum or Singularity spectrum uses the exponent 𝛼214

to describe the erratic dynamics of the Multi-Fractal system215

in terms of value and shape. The 𝛼 measures the signal’s216

regularity and is presented to detect the discontinuity that217

occurs in a dynamic signal. These discontinuities in a signal218

are located when the number of continuous derivatives of the219

signals, where the H�̈�lder exponent changes, become signif-220

icant (Riedi (1999)). Therefore, the spectrum measures the221

degree of the nonlinearity in irregular signals (Zeković and222

Reljin (2014)). Yalamova 2006 stated that MFA amplifies223

the non-linear geometrical pattern in the time series and in224

estimating the Hausdorff dimension. Xu, Ji and Fermüller225

2009 uses the Multi-Fractal formalism in characterising the226

different types of patterns which give rise to the spatial227

distribution of pixels in an image. The MFA was used in a228

seismic study to determine the complexity of fractals using229

the Multi-Fractal parameters, H�̈�lder exponent 𝛼 (Telesca230

et al. (2004)).231

The Hausdorff spectrum is obtained from step-wise232

functionality operation. Firstly, de-noising and normaliza-233

tion of the data, and checking the noise level in a function234

will determine the nuisance factor needed to be eliminated,235

hence smoothing the signals. Secondly, the function is de-236

trended or decomposed where fractal behaviour is observed,237
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called singularities (Donoho (1995); Véhel and Guilheneuf238

(1997); Véhel (2002)). Here, the Hausdorff spectrum is used239

to identify the nonlinear dynamics in the cloud properties240

for earlier detection of terrestrial weather changes, yielding241

storms, or sub-storm. The Multi-Fractal parameter, i.e.,242

H�̈�lder exponent observed from our analysis is important as243

it explained the enhancement of fractal structure. When we244

observed a 𝛼 with high value, the geometrical abundance is245

in higher scale or self-similar fractal information appeared246

in a large area. And if an observed 𝛼 value is low, the self-247

similar structural enrichment appeared in a small area.248

We have adopted this methodology to analyse the satel-249

lite images of the cloud for the robust pattern shown by them.250

This study can contribute to differentiating the pattern seen251

in the analysed cloud data, which can provide insight into252

the GMS prediction. There are different methods with which253

this spectrum can be generated, since our is an image (2-D)254

data, we have adopted the segmentation method following255

the theory presented above.256

4. Results and Discussion257

4.1. Wavelet Analysis258

CWTs are used for analysing the time series of the mean259

Surface Temperature (in Global, Northern Hemisphere, and260

Southern Hemisphere) of the Earth’s atmosphere (i.e., the261

combined surface temperature of Land, Sea, and Air), the262

speed of the SW particles which originates from solar ac-263

tivity (CMEs), the galactic cosmic ray in the heliosphere264

which is modulated by the solar magnetic activity and lastly265

the Geomagnetic Indices (GMI) in terms of ap-index which266

describe the global variation of magnetic activity of the267

Earth due to the solar phenomena.268

4.1.1. Continuous Wavelet Analysis269

CWT and its Average powers use the intrinsic signal to270

modulate the intrinsic signature of the time series with 95%271

significant inside the Cone Of Influence (COF) marked by272

the black line inside the white contour of the wavelet plot273

(Roesch and Schmidbauer (2018)). The Average wavelet274

power shows the variation of the most significant period275

over the average wavelet power of the time series. Various276

periods’ modulation of 95% significant is shown by the277

CWTs of the time-series understudy, such as the 1-year278

period of the Earth’s revolution around the Sun. The ∼279

1.7 year period which is the quasi-periodicity of cosmic280

variation, is known to be the period of combined action of281

the large solar events (CMEs) and long-lived Global Merged282

Interaction Regions (that is, ∼ 1 year recovery time of283

cosmic ray intensity at 1 AU) (Kato (2003)). The periods284

∼ 3.8 and the ∼ 8 years period also called the oction285

and octoeteris are due to the lunar cyclic changes in the286

climatic characteristic and are the manifestation of the El287

Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and North Atlantic Os-288

cillation (NAO) (Pozo-Vázquez, Esteban-Parra, Rodrigo and289

Castro-Díez (2001); Wilson (2012); Sidorenkov (2016)).290

The distribution of rainfall in the Pacific Ocean’s tropical291

zone is known to be directly impacted by ENSO, which is a292

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

1

Figure 1: The plots describe the CWT (left) and its Average
wavelet power (right) of the time-series: where (a) & (b) is
for Global Surface Temperature, (c) & (d) is for Northern
Hemisphere Surface Temperature, and (e) & (f) for Southern
Hemisphere Surface Temperature. The black line inside the
white contour expressed the 95% significant period over a
timescale in the CWT, and the periods plotted in the Average
wavelet power (marked with red dots) exhibit 95% significant.

temporal variation in the central and eastern Pacific Ocean293

and the difference in sea level pressure between subpolar294

and subtropical latitudes is the NAO. The periods 2.33 and295

4.66 years are the periodic wind variation in the equatorial296

stratosphere called the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO),297

which results from the downward propagation of easterlies298

and westerlies wind (Reed (1965b,a); Lindzen and Holton299

(1968); Baldwin, Gray, Dunkerton, Hamilton, Haynes, Ran-300

del, Holton, Alexander, Hirota, Horinouchi, Jones, Kin-301

nersley, Marquardt, Sato and Takahashi (2001)). Lastly,302

the Sun’s solar cycle period, which is the 11 year period303

(Vines (2008); Hathaway (2015); Mironova, Aplin, Arnold,304

Bazilevskaya, Harrison, Krivolutsky, Nicoll, Rozanov, Tu-305

runen and Usoskin (2015)) is also observed from the CWTs306

and its Averages.307

Figure 1, shows the CWT and its Average power plots308

of the time series of Global Surface Temperature (GST),309

Northern Hemisphere Surface Temperature (NHST), and310

Southern Hemisphere Surface Temperature (SHST) of the311

Earth’s atmosphere. The above mention periods are observed312

in the sub-figures of Figure 1. A maximum amplitude sig-313

nificant period of ∼ 3.8 years are seen in sub-figures 1 (b)314

and (f) for GST and SHST time-series, but this period even315

though significant does not have a maximum amplitude in316

NHST time-series and is suppressed by the 1-year period of317

maximum amplitude (refer sub-figures 1 (d)). The significant318

∼ 1.7 and 11 years period are also observed in the CWT of319
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GST, NHST, and SHST time-series as shown in Figures 1320

(b), (d) and (f) respectively.321

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

1

Figure 2: Plots describes: (a), (b) are the CWT and Average
wavelet power of the Cosmic Rays; (c), (d) are the CWT
and Average wavelet power of the Solar Wind particles speed;
and (e), (f) is the CWT and Average wavelet power of the
Geomagnetic indices (ap-index).

Again, Figures 2 show the CWT and its Average power322

plots of the time series of Cosmic Rays (CR), SW particle323

Speed, and GMI (ap-index). In this figure, the significant324

period modulation of 11 years has a maximum amplitude325

and is the most dominating period throughout the CR time326

series (refer to sub-figures 2 (a) and (b)). Although, the327

∼ 1.7 year period shows up in CWT of CR, but is not328

consistent throughout the timescale (refer to sub-figures 2329

(a)). The 11 year’s significant period of maximum power330

shows up in both the SW (speed) and GMI (ap-index) time-331

series throughout the timescale of the CWT plots (refer332

Figure 2 (c), (d), (e) and (f)). After the 11 year period,333

∼ 4 and ∼ 1.7 years significant period are seen to have334

the second-highest amplitude of the average power, followed335

by 1 and 2.33 years period in the Average wavelet power336

plot of SW particles speed time-series (refer to sub-figure 2337

(d)). Similarly, ∼ 4 and ∼ 1.7 years significant period are338

also observed in the CWT and the Average wavelet power339

plots of the GMI (ap-index) time-series (refer to sub-figure340

2 (f)). These significant periods observed in their individual341

intrinsic signals will play a role in their interaction, which is342

further discussed in the next section.343

4.1.2. Cross Wavelet Analysis344

The cross wavelet transformation (XWT) is used to study345

the interplay between two time series in terms of their346

periodic interaction, which are constructive (in-phase) that347

intensify their average power and are destructive (out-of-348

phase) which subside their average power. From this anal-349

ysis four plots are observed, they are the XWT plot which350

describes the wavelet phase interaction (black arrows) of the351

periodic variation (i.e, the periods are of 95% significant352

inside the white contour region with black arrows (resultant353

phase direction) observed in XWT), the Average XWT plot354

shows the average wavelet power coefficient Vs periods ob-355

served with significant of 95% (that is, red dots in the average356

wavelet power plot), the Coherence XWT plots which show357

the constructive interaction of the observed period with358

power bar significant and its Average Coherence plot which359

shows the significant period’s interaction Vs coefficient of360

the average coherence.361

The XWT plots between GST, NHST, and SHST with362

CR time series are shown in Figure 3. From the XWT and363

Average XWT plots of GST Vs CR and NHST Vs CR time-364

series, significant periodic variation of similar amplitude365

with maximum average power for the 11 year period fol-366

lowed by ∼ 3.8 and ∼ 1.7 year period of lesser amplitude367

are observed (refer sub-figures 3 (a), (b) and sub-figures 3368

(e), (f) for GST VS CR and NHST Vs CR respectively).369

Also, its Coherence and its Average Coherence plots show370

the highest correlation interaction for the significant 11 year371

period (maximum amplitude) with coefficient value ≥ 0.55372

and a significant 0.5 year period (which is the half revolution373

period of the Earth around the Sun) with ≥ 0.1 coefficient374

value. Although the same periodic variation is seen in the375

XWT and its Average XWT of SHST Vs CR time-series,376

the constructive interaction seen from their Coherence and377

Average Coherence does not show up with high significance378

except for 11 year period having 90% significant (blue dots379

in the average coherence plot) and coefficient value of 0.4380

(refer to sub-figures 3 (i), (j), (k) and (l)). This may be due to381

the tilt in the Earth’s axis which causes a non-uniform solar382

and cosmic radiation to reach the terrestrial environment,383

hence explaining the periodic variation in the Southern384

Hemisphere region.385

Again, checking the XWT plots of the time series between386

GST, NHST, and SHST with SW particle speed is shown in387

Figure 4. The XWT and its Average power of GST vs SW388

particle speed time-series show a correlation interaction pe-389

riod which is of 95% significant having maximum amplitude390

at 11 and ∼ 3.8 years followed by lesser amplitude periods391

of 1 and ∼ 1.7 years (refer to sub-figures 4 (a) and (b)).392

The Coherence and its Average Coherence coefficient show393

effective cross-correlation interaction with 95% significant394

for 8 − 16 years and 4.66 year periods, and with 90%395

significant for 1 year period (refer to sub-figures 4 (c) and396

(d)). Also, the XWT and its Average power of NHST vs SW397

particle speed time-series describe the significant period of398

maximum amplitude at 11 year followed by lesser amplitude399

periods of 1, ∼ 3.8, ∼ 1.7 years respectively (refer sub-400

figures 4 (e) and (f)). The Coherence interaction between401

NHST vs SW particle speed is given in sub-figures 4 (g)402
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Can Cloud Images Help in Predicting Geomagnetic Storms?

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

1

Figure 3: The Plots describe the cross-correlations plots of Surface Temperature (Global, Northern Hemisphere, and Southern
Hemisphere) and Cosmic Rays, where (a), (b), (c) & (d) are the XWT, the average cross-wavelet power, the Coherence, and the
Average Coherence coefficient of the Global Surface Temperature with Cosmic rays; similarly, (e), (f), (g) & (h) are the XWT,
the average cross-wavelet power, the Coherence, and the Average Coherence coefficient of the Northern Hemisphere Surface
Temperature with Cosmic Rays; and lastly, (i), (j), (k) & (l) as the XWT, the average cross-wavelet power, the Coherence, and
the Average Coherence coefficient between Southern Hemisphere Surface Temperature and Cosmic Rays.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

1

Figure 4: Here; (a), (b), (c) & (d) are the XWT, the Average XWT, the Coherence, and the Average Coherence between Global
Surface Temperature with Solar Wind particles speed. (e)- the XWT, (f)-the Average XWT, (g)- the Coherence & (h) the Average
Coherence between Northern Hemisphere Surface Temperature and Solar Wind particles speed. And (i), (j), (k) & (l) describes
the XWT, the Average XWT, the Coherence, and the Average Coherence between Southern Hemisphere Surface Temperature
and Solar Wind particles speed respectively.
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Can Cloud Images Help in Predicting Geomagnetic Storms?

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

1

Figure 5: The plots show the XWT as (a), the Average XWT as (b), the Coherence as (c) & the Average Coherence as (d) between
Global Surface Temperature and Geomagnetic indices (ap-index). Similarly, (e), (f), (g) & (h) are it’s the XWT, Average XWT,
Coherence, and Average Coherence coefficient between Northern Hemisphere Surface Temperature and Geomagnetic indices
(ap-index). Lastly, (i), (j), (k) & (l) are the XWT, the Average XWT, the Coherence, and the Average Coherence coefficient of
Southern Hemisphere Surface Temperature and Geomagnetic indices (ap-index) time series.

and (h). Here, the 7 − 14 years and 1 year have the highest403

significance, followed by the ∼ 4 year period with 90%404

significant. Again, the XWT and its Average power of the405

time-series SHST and SW particle speed shows the signifi-406

cant period of ∼ 3.8 year to have the maximum amplitude407

other than the 11, ∼ 1.7 and 1 years period respectively408

(refer sub-figures 4 (i) and (j)). Only the ∼ 4 year period409

(with 95% significant) is sustained in the cross-correlation410

interaction between the SHST and SW particle speed, shown411

by its Coherence and Average Coherence plots (refer to sub-412

figures 4 (k) and (l)). The 11 year period is observed to have413

constructive interaction with 90% significant (refer to sub-414

figures 4 (k) and (l)).415

The cross-correlation interaction of the surface tempera-416

ture of the Global, Northern, and Southern hemispheres with417

magnetic disturbances in the terrestrial region is given in418

Figure 5. First, the XWT and its Average power plots of GST,419

NHST, and SHST with ap-index of GMI, show a similar420

pattern to that of XWT and its Average power plots of GST,421

NHST, and SHST with SW particle speed (refer Figure 5).422

This is expected, as the ap-index measures the magnetic423

fluctuation resulting from the solar activity interaction with424

the magnetosphere in the terrestrial region. The Coherence425

and its Average Coherence plots on the contrary differ for426

the NHST, SHST with GMI(ap-index) when compared to427

NHST, SHST with SW particle speed (refer sub-figures428

5 (a)-(j)). Only the 11 year period is observed to be the429

most significant period of interaction between NHST and430

GMI(ap-index) (refer to sub-figures 5 (g) and (h)). But,431

SHST and GMI(ap-index) shows inconsistent interaction for432

∼ 1.7 year period over the timescale in the Coherence plot433

and hence are not significant in the Average Coherence plot434

(refer sub-figures 5 (k) and (l)).435

Lastly, the cross-correlation plots for the SW particles436

speed, CR with ap-index of GMI is presented in Figure437

6. In this figure, the XWT and its Average power plots438

of SW particles speed with ap-index of GMI, shows the439

maximum amplitude at 11 year period and lesser amplitude440

periods of ∼ 1.7, ∼ 4 and 2.33 years (with 95% significant)441

respectively in sub-figures 6 (a), (b). Again, the XWT and442

its Average power plots of CR with ap-index of GMI give443

the significant 11 year period of maximum amplitude and444

the subsided 4.66 year significant period (refer to sub-figures445

6 (e), (f)). The cross-correlated coherence between the SW446

particle speed, CR, and GMI (ap-index), shown in sub-447

figures 6 (c), (d) and sub-figures 6 (g), (h) respectively indi-448

cate the significant periods of 11 year (maximum coefficient)449

to be the main period for their interplay. The 11 year period450

shows a 0.8 average coherence coefficient for solar particles451

and 0.7 average coherence coefficient for cosmic particles452

when interacting with terrestrial magnetic properties, imply-453

ing that solar particles colliding on the Earth magneto-shield454

is higher in comparison to the cosmic ray particles, it may be455

due to the higher number of constituents particles entering456

the atmosphere.457
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

1

Figure 6: The plots describe (a), (b), (c) & (d) as the XWT, the Average XWT, the Coherence and the Average Coherence of
cross-correlated Solar Wind particles Speed and Geomagnetic indices (ap-index) time-series. And (e), (f), (g) & (h) are the XWT,
the Average XWT, the Coherence, and the Average Coherence plots cross-correlated of Cosmic rays and Geomagnetic indices
(ap-index) time series.

458

4.1.3. Phase Coherence Analysis459

In the Wavelet Coherence plots of the cross-correlated460

time series of mean Surface temperature, SW particle speed,461

CR, and GMI (ap-index), the direction of phase angle (black462

arrows) indicates the phase difference (phase lag) between463

the two time series (refer to sub-figures 3-5(c), (g), (k)). It is464

possible to determine which time series is more influential465

than another based on the phase lag (Roesch and Schmid-466

bauer (2018)). Thus, the phase difference between the two-467

time series interprets the act with which one causes the468

effect observed on the other. From the phase difference, we469

estimate the time delay, as described by Assous and Linnett470

2012 and Cao and Wang, 2022. The estimated time lag from471

the phase difference is shown in Tables 1-3.472

From Table 1, the time lags between the GST, NHST,473

and SHST with CR of the cross-correlated Coherence period474

are mostly influenced by the Solar-Lunar cycle and their475

interplay. Corresponding periods of 0.375-,0.437-, 0.475-,476

0.64-, 0.85- year are multiple of Solar and Lunar Cycle of477

∼ 27 days (Wilson (2012); Katsavrias, Hillaris and Preka-478

Papadema (2016); Sidorenkov (2016)). The time lags of479

3.8-, 5-, 5.5-, 6.87- years are the period manifestation of480

ENSO and the 3.8-, 8-, 10- year are the signature period481

of seasonal lunar tides cycle (Munnich, Cane and Zebiak482

(1991); Lachniet, Burns, Piperno, Asmerom, Polyak, Moy483

and Christenson (2004); Wilson (2012); Katsavrias et al.484

(2016); Sidorenkov (2016)). Again, in Table 2, the time lags485

observed between GST, NHST, SHST, and SW shows the486

signature of both the lunar and solar cycle (periods less487

than 1 year). The periods of ≤2, 3-, 4.1- year are bearing488

the signature of ENSO and 1.74 year is the period of NAO489

which happens to also be the cosmic variation period with490

solar magnetic activity (Schneider and Schönwiese (1989);491

Kato (2003)). The time lag of 1.16 years happens to be the492

period of QBO (Mukherjee, Indira, Reddy and BV (1985)).493

From Table 3, the time lags observed from the Coherence494

plots of GST, NHST, and SHST with GMI(ap-index) in-495

dicate the lunisolar interaction of 0.64-, 0.87- (multiple of496

a 27-day cycle). The time lag of 1.74-year along with 1-,497

1.06-, 1.27-, 1.5-, 2-, 2.75-, 4-, 6- years are thought to be498

manifestations of QBO, ENSO, and NAO. These time-lags499

indicates the influence of the Solar-Moon-Earth interaction500

system along with effects from other climate change pattern501

such as ENSO, QBO, and NAO. Solar-Cosmic-Terrestrial502

interaction seems to be the cause and effect of the majority503

of the variations, leaving an indication of the influence of504

Solar-Cosmic interactions on climate change.505

The wavelet analysis concludes that the terrestrial sur-506

face temperature is influenced by solar activity, cosmic rays507

particles, and lunar cycles. The periods 11 and ∼ 1.7 years,508

which measured the solar activity of the solar cycle and509

varying cosmic rays intensity in the terrestrial region are510

observed from the Coherence analysis of SW, CR with511

surface temperature. The other cross-correlation periods of512

∼ 1.7, ∼ 3.8, 4.66∕2.33, and 8 − 16 years seen from the513

CR, SW particles speed interplay with surface temperature514

explains the climate pattern manifestation of QBO, ENSO,515

and NAO. Therefore, the interaction of the solar-terrestrial,516

cosmic-terrestrial, and lunar cycles is the sole reason why517

the climate pattern in the Earth’s atmosphere changes.518

4.2. Fractal and Multi-Fractal Analysis519

The interaction of solar-terrestrial, and galactic-terrestrial520

led to structural cloud formation in the Earth’s atmosphere521

(Todd and Kniveton (2001); Sun and Bradley (2002); Usoskin522

and Kovaltsov (2008); de Wit and Watermann (2010);523

Yurchyshyn and Tripathi (2010); Tiwari et al. (2011); Mörner524

(2013)). Cloud formation in the coastal region is more525

sensitive to the variation of terrestrial atmosphere (Schwartz,526

Gershunov, Iacobellis and Cayan (2014)), an example during527

Oct 17𝑡ℎ-23𝑟𝑑 , 1999, at the Chilean coast showed structural528

formation on the cloud, prompted us to go for the MFA of529
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Table 1
An estimated phase lag and time lag from Cross Wavelet Coherence of mean Surface temperature (GST, NHST, and SHST) and
CR is given below:

Cross Coherence time-series Period (years) Phase lag (radian) Time lag (years) Refer

GST Vs CR

∼ 1.7 3𝜋
4

0.64 Figure 3 (c), (d)

∼ 3.8 𝜋
4

0.475

∼ 8 5𝜋
4

5

∼ 11 𝜋 5.5

∼ 16 5𝜋
4

10

NHST Vs CR

∼ 0.5 7𝜋
4
, 3𝜋

2
0.437, 0.375 Figure 3 (g), (h)

∼ 1.7 3𝜋
4
, 𝜋 0.64, 0.85

∼ 3.8 𝜋
4

0.475

∼ 8 5𝜋
4

5

∼ 11 𝜋, 5𝜋
4

5.5, 6.87

∼ 16 𝜋 8

SHST Vs CR
∼ 1.7 3𝜋

4
0.64 Figure 3 (k), (l)

∼ 3.8 2𝜋 3.8

the cloud formation images before the geomagnetic storm,530

which occurred during Oct 21𝑠𝑡 - 22𝑛𝑑 , 1999 (Basu, Basu,531

Valladares, Yeh, Su, MacKenzie, Sultan, Aarons, Rich,532

Doherty et al. (2001)), to see if the storm prediction could533

have been possible.534

Figure 7: The cloud formation during Oct 17𝑡ℎ − 23𝑟𝑑 ,1999,
collected from NOAA (NCEI).

Figure 7, was collected and processed by IBTrACS,535

University of North Carolina at Asheville, from the Na-536

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),537

National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI)538

in Asheville, NC (http://www.atms.unca.edu/ibtracs/index.539

shtml). Since then, a well-known influence of Earth’s cli-540

mate was established with cosmic rays and solar activity541

(Pallé Bagó and Butler (2000); Pallé and Butler (2002)). This542

means that solar and cosmic interaction in the terrestrial re-543

gion will affect cloud structural formation. It is seen that high544

solar activity results in a decrease in cooling clouds (low-545

height clouds), which led to a global increase in radiating546

transfer (temperature) (Pallé Bagó and Butler (2000)). The547

height of clouds is linked to their thickness which interlinks548

to the interaction of particles, and hence pertaining infor-549

mation of the surrounding atmosphere. Therefore, analysing550

cloud properties should reveal the underlying pattern of their551

particle interaction and should support an idea for predicting552

geomagnetic storms.553

Egyptian and Japanese Station observed a disorder or554

fluctuation in the atmosphere of the Earth with the formation555

of a cloud swirling structure during the mid of February556

2014 and March 2015. In the same region where spinning557

cloud structures were observed soon before the GMS event558

occurs. There was a GMS during February 18𝑡ℎ, 20𝑡ℎ, 23𝑟𝑑559

and 27𝑡ℎ of 2014 in Egypt and March 17𝑡ℎ-18𝑡ℎ of 2015 in560

Japan (Ghamry, Lethy, Arafa-Hamed and Abd Elaal (2016);561

Marubashi, Cho, Kim, Park, Ishibashi et al. (2016)), falling562

on the descending phase (high CME events or solar activity)563

of the solar cycle. Hence, cloud image data is chosen to564

analyse and tally, focusing on Egypt and Japan region. The565

mean value of the Cloud Top Height is measured by NASA566
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Table 2
This table reports the inferences drawn from Cross Wavelet Coherence of mean Surface temperature (GST, NHST, and SHST)
and SW particle speed.

Cross Coherence time-series Period (years) Phase lag (radian) Time lag (years) Refer

GST Vs SW

∼ 1 𝜋
2

0.25 Figure 4 (c), (d)

∼ 1.7 3𝜋
4

0.637

∼ 2.33 𝜋 1.165

∼ 3.8 3𝜋
4

1.425

∼ 4.66 𝜋
4
, 𝜋

2
0.58, 1.165

∼ 8 3𝜋
4

3

∼ 11 3𝜋
4

4.13

∼ 16 𝜋
2

4

NHST Vs SW

∼ 1.7 𝜋
4
, 5𝜋

4
0.213, 1.06 Figure 4 (g), (h)

∼ 2.33 3𝜋
4

0.87

∼ 4.66 𝜋
2
, 3𝜋
4

1.165, 1.747

∼ 11 3𝜋
4

4.125

SHST Vs SW

∼ 2.33 5𝜋
4

1.456 Figure 4 (k), (l)

∼ 4 3𝜋
4

1.5

∼ 11 3𝜋
4
, 𝜋

4
4.125, 1.375

(National Aeronautics and Space Administration) instru-567

ments, MODIS, and is collected as used in our analysis. The568

parameter is found to be the most suitable for our purpose569

since it contains the effect of convection in transferring570

radiated energy while forming the cloud volume.571

Cloud has two main roles having opposite effects, they572

act as a cooler by reflecting solar radiation and warmer573

by trapping the radiation emitted from Earth’s surfaces574

(Pallé Bagó and Butler (2000)). As the cloud reflects radia-575

tion, the radiation transfer must be less in that area where the576

formation of the cloud is observed. A prominent decrease577

in the radiated transfer is observed during 17𝑡ℎ, 18𝑡ℎ and578

27𝑡ℎ February 2014 with decreasing Mean Top Cloud Height579

parameter in the Egypt region of Figure 8 which must580

lead to the formation of swirling clouds just before GMS.581

First, the estimated fractal dimension using the box-counting582

method for the cloud images understudy is examined. The583

fractal dimension estimated for these images was found to be584

greater than 2 shown in Table 4. This suggests an abundance585

of fractal attributes or structures in an image is present586

above 2 or from 2 onwards. This is important because the587

enhancement or changes in the structure or fractal attribute588

which is observed in the Hausdorff dimension are found to589

be around this dimension. Table 4 also shows that during the590

occurrence of GMS on 18𝑡ℎ, 23𝑟𝑑 and 27𝑡ℎ February 2014,591

the box dimension is lesser when compared to the earlier592

day. The outcome of using the Multi-Fractal approach to593

the cloud images is the individual Hausdorff spectrum or594

spectra per day. Figure 9 shows the Hausdorff spectra of the595

Mean Cloud Top Height images, which are analysed using596

MFA. Hausdorff Spectra of the Cloud images are found to597

be a reliable tool for predicting a storm by observing the598

𝛼 parameter of the spectra of days before an event. Two599

inferences can be drawn from these spectra, first, the sharp600

peaks become more prominent and amplitude increases601

before the GMS event and second, there is a shifting of the602

H�̈�lder exponent from small 𝛼 to large 𝛼 or large 𝛼 to small603

𝛼 in reference to the peak observes, before the GMS event.604

Now, keeping the two inferences in mind, Figure 9 is checked605

more clearly. From the Spectra, we observed a variation or606

shift in the 𝛼 value along the axis (for e.g., the shift of 𝛼 from607

𝛼 = 2.25 to 𝛼 = 2.6 and again to 𝛼 = 2.25 as observed from608

sub-figures 9 (a), (b) and (c) respectively) corresponding609

to the Sharpe peak annotated with red rectangle covering610

the peak considered. This observation of a shift in H�̈�lder611

exponent corresponds to cloud images of 15𝑡ℎ, 16𝑡ℎ and 17𝑡ℎ612

February 2014 which is before the storms occurred, that is,613

the 18𝑡ℎ February 2014. Also, the exponent of the reference614

peak on the 18𝑡ℎ February 2014 is shifted to larger 𝛼 and the615

peak is not prominent in its amplitude, this may be explained616
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Table 3
Describe the phase lag and time lag estimated from Cross Wavelet Coherence of mean Surface temperature (GST, NHST and
SHST) and GMI (ap-index).

Cross Coherence time-series Period (years) Phase lag (radian) Time lag (years) Refer

GST Vs ap-index

∼ 1.7 3𝜋
4

0.64 Figure 5 (c), (d)

∼ 2.33 3𝜋
4

0.874

∼ 3 𝜋 1.5

∼ 4.66 3𝜋
4

1.74

∼ 8 𝜋
2
, 𝜋

4
2, 1

∼ 11 3𝜋
4

4.125

∼ 16 𝜋
2
, 3𝜋

4
4, 6

NHST Vs ap-index
∼ 1.7 5𝜋

4
, 7𝜋

4
1.06, 1.5 Figure 5 (g), (h)

∼ 11 𝜋
2

2.75

SHST Vs ap-index ∼ 1.7 3𝜋
2

1.275 Figure 5 (k), (l)

Table 4
Box Dimension (𝐷) of Mean Cloud Top Height property from
15𝑡ℎ-27𝑡ℎ Feb 2014

Date 𝐷
15-02-2014 2.1655
16-02-2014 2.1632
17-02-2014 2.165
18-02-2014 2.1629
19-02-2014 2.1605
20-02-2014 2.163
21-02-2014 2.1638
22-02-2014 2.1636
23-02-2014 2.1589
24-02-2014 2.1613
25-02-2014 2.1631
26-02-2014 2.1713
27-02-2014 2.1643

Table 5
Box Dimension (𝐷) of Mean Cloud Top Height property from
13𝑡ℎ-18𝑡ℎ March 2015

Date 𝐷
13-03-2015 2.1633
14-03-2015 2.1678
15-03-2015 2.1695
16-03-2015 2.1673
17-03-2015 2.1654
18-03-2015 2.1628

by the GMS that occurred during this day. The 19𝑡ℎ and 20𝑡ℎ617

February 2014 which refer to sub-figures 9 (e) and (f) shows618

an increase in the amplitude of the Sharpe peak at 𝛼 = 2.5619

when the storm occurred. Again, from sub-figures 9 (g), (h),620

and (i), we observe a slight shift of the reference peak to621

the left of 𝛼 = 2.5 in sub-figure 9 (g), again to the right622

in sub-figure 9(h) and completely disappear on the GMS623

day, that is sub-figure 9 (h). Lastly, sub-figures 9 (j) and (k)624

show the peak at 𝛼 = 2.3 becomes more prominent from its625

previous day and a shift of this peak to a higher exponent626

is seen in sub-figures 9 (k). And lastly, an increase of the627

amplitude of the Sharpe peak at 𝛼 = 2.7 and 𝛼 = 3.1628

during the 27𝑡ℎ day, which happens to be the GSM event629

day. These observations from the Hausdorff spectrum of630

the cloud paint a picture or pattern for identifying the GMS631

events before their occurrence and hence leads to at least 1-3632

day prior prediction. Now, we will see if this holds well for633

a different storm in another location of the Earth, i.e., GMS634

occurred during March 17𝑡ℎ and 18𝑡ℎ, 2015 in Japan region.635

Table 5 shows the decrease of the dimension of the cloud636

images during the occurrence of GMS events in comparison637

to those before the event. Figure 10 shows the Mean Top638

Cloud Height images which are to be analysed for storms639

that occurred in Japan region. We observed the radiated640

transfer in Japan region to decrease from 15𝑡ℎ-18𝑡ℎ, in March641

2015 which stated a change in terms of cloud structure. The642

Hausdorff Spectra of the cloud images shown in Figure 11643

clearly, show the variation of the reference peak across the644

H�̈�lder exponent i.e, 𝛼 value, during 13𝑡ℎ, 14𝑡ℎ, 15𝑡ℎ March645

2015 (refer sub-figures 11 (a), (b) and (c)), which may be646

a lead for the occurrence of GMS on 17𝑡ℎ and 18𝑡ℎ March647

2015 in the Japan region. Also, sub-figure 11 (d) shows a648

decrease in the amplitude of the reference peak at 𝛼 = 2.25649

prior to the GMS event. Hence, the Hausdorff spectrum of650

the Mean Top Cloud Height exhibits a pattern of shift and651

amplification of the reference peaks in the H�̈�lder exponent652

one–three days before an actual storm event.653
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m)

Figure 8: The Mean Cloud Top Height images from 15𝑡ℎ February to 27𝑡ℎ February 2014. The Cloud in Egypt region during 17𝑡ℎ, 25𝑡ℎ
and 27𝑡ℎ February 2014 was seen to have a lesser height in comparison with others. The Top Height on 15𝑡ℎ, 18𝑡ℎ−19𝑡ℎ, 20𝑡ℎ−21𝑠𝑡,
and 25𝑡ℎ − 26𝑡ℎ February 2014 may be seen to be anomalous in comparison to that on other days.

5. Conclusion654

The change in solar and cosmic radiation is the main655

cause of the temperature change in the terrestrial environ-656

ment which are linked to climate change pattern. In this pa-657

per, we study the periodic interaction of the solar-terrestrial658

and cosmic-terrestrial, to find evidence of their role in this659

interplay. Their cross-correlation analysis has shown that660

the solar cycle period is the most significant period that661

dominates this interplay. Moreover, we have observed that662

the periods which demonstrate the climate change pattern663

such as ENSO, QBO, and NOA in the Earth’s atmosphere664

also exist. It is known that temperature variation is the sole665

reason that affects the formation of clouds and thus, rainfall666

distribution on the planet. Therefore, we have proposed a667

new idea for analysing cloud images for geomagnetic storm668

prediction. Besides, it is observed for the first time, on the669

basis of our results obtained from the MFA of the terrestrial670

cloud images that the tools available in MFA may be used671

reliably to predict geomagnetic storms at least one-three days672

before the occurrence of the event.673
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(g) 21-02-2014 (h) 22-02-2014 (i) 23-02-2014

(j) 24-02-2014 (k) 25-02-2014 (l) 26-02-2014

(m) 27-02-2014

Figure 9: The Hausdorff Spectra of Mean Cloud Top Height images from 15𝑡ℎ February to 27𝑡ℎ February 2014. Onset of storms
on 18𝑡ℎ, 20𝑡ℎ, 23𝑟𝑑 and 27𝑡ℎ could be predicted from the anomalous spectrum peak on 15𝑡ℎ − 16𝑡ℎ, 19𝑡ℎ − 20𝑡ℎ, 21𝑠𝑡 − 22𝑛𝑑 and 25𝑡ℎ.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 10: The Mean Cloud Top Height images from 13𝑡ℎ March to 18𝑡ℎ March 2015. The Clouds height in Japan region from
14𝑡ℎ-18𝑡ℎ March 2015 is seen to be lesser in comparison to other days.

(a) 13-03-2015 (b) 14-03-2015 (c) 15-03-2015

(d) 16-03-2015 (e) 17-03-2015 (f) 18-03-2015

Figure 11: The Hausdorff Spectra of Mean Cloud Top Height images from 13𝑡ℎ March to 18𝑡ℎ March 2015. Onset of storms on
17𝑡ℎ and 18𝑡ℎ could have been predicted from the anomalous Spectrum peak on 14𝑡ℎ, 15𝑡ℎ and 16𝑡ℎ.
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